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Greek Ways - Bruce S. Thornton 2002-10
Writing with wit and erudition, Thornton discusses in fascinating detail those areas of Greek life--sexuality
and sexual roles; slavery and war; philosophy and politics--that some modern critics have made into
Rcontested sites.S He also reclaims the importance of those core ideas the Greeks invented, ideas about
human fate and purpose that have shaped the modern world.
TOOLS OF THE ANCIENT GREEKS - Kris Bordessa 2006-07-15
Tools of the Ancient Greeks: A Kid’s Guide to the History and Science of Life in Ancient Greece explores the
scientific discoveries, athletic innovations, engineering marvels, and innovative ideas created more than
two thousand years ago. Through biographical sidebars, interesting facts, fascinating anecdotes, and fifteen
hands-on activities, readers will learn how Greek innovations and ideas have shaped world history and our
own world view.
Adventures with Iphigenia in Tauris - Edith Hall 2013-01-10
This book presents a cultural history of the Greek tragedy and its influence on subsequent Greek and
Roman art and literature.
The Great Thoughts, Revised and Updated - George Seldes 2011-08-17
Upon its publication, George Seldes's The Great Thoughts instantly took its place as a classic--a treasure
house of the seminal ideas that have shaped the intellectual history of the world down through the ages.
Seldes, a pivotal figure in the history of American journalism and a tireless researcher, spent the better
part of his extraordinary lifetime compiling the thoughts that rule the world, casting his net widely and
wisely through the essential works of philosophy, poetry, psychology, economics, politics, memoirs, and
letters from the ancient Greeks to the modern Americans. Now Seldes's splendid and important work has
been revised and updated to include the great thoughts that have changed our world in the decade since
the book's first appearance. Quotations from leaders as varied as Nelson Mandela, Lech Walesa, Yitzak
Rabin, Newt Gingrich, and Jesse Jackson reflect the radical shifts in the world political scene. Toni Morrison
and Cornel West speak out on the enduring vitality of African-American culture. Alvin Toffler and Arthur C.
Clarke give us a glimpse into the future. Gloria Steinem and Monique Wittig define the motives and the
goals of late twentieth-century feminism. Rachel Carson, Aldo Leopold, and Wallace Stegner ponder the
meaning of wilderness in an increasingly populated and industrialized world. These and scores of other
thinkers in all major disciplines have added their voices to this new edition of The Great Thoughts. USA
Today praised the first edition of The Great Thoughts as "a browser's delight." The work of a lifetime,
brought up-to-date to reflect the global upheaval of the past decade, The Great Thoughts stands alone as an
enduring achievement and an invaluable resource.
The Ancient Civilizations That Defined World History - Roman Collins 2016-04-01
The Ancient Civilizations That Shaped Our Modern World! Update: 4th Edition on April 28, 2016 - With
Added Content! Get it Now Before the Price Increases! READ FREE WITH KINDLE UNLIMITED BONUS
RIGHT AFTER THE CONCLUSION ACT NOW BEFORE GONE! A look into our roots "The Romans. The
Greeks. The Aztecs & much more" These are the people who paved the way for the life that we know and
love today. It is through their accomplishments that we have taken an improved upon for centuries to bring
our modern lifestyles to life Each of these ancient groups contributed to our understanding of the world
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around us and still today have manage to invoke a sense of awe and power. Here's just a few thing you'll
learn about: . The Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire . The influence of the emperors in Ancient China . The
might of the Aztec . The triumphs of the Greeks . and much much more! If you have ever wondered about
the civilizations of our past or wanted to know more about the origins of civilized life as we know it, you
need to start here. With "History: The Ancient Civilizations That Defined World Histor" we open for you the
key to a world of wonder and mystery. Step inside and begin your journey today! You won't regret buying it.
Scroll up and Click Buy with One Click!"
It's All Greek To Me - Charlotte Higgins 2010-03-23
“A completely excellent guide to Greek poetry, drama, philosophy, history and culture. Philip Pullman has
said that he would put it into every school and every teacher-training course and I’d echo that. . . . Highly
entertaining as well as informative.” —A.N. Wilson, Evening Standard An informative, smart, and amusing
narrative about how influential Greeks and Greek culture have been on the rest of the world, from art and
architecture to literature, politics, and love Why are some laws Draconian? What is an Achilles heel? Why
were the Spartans Spartan? Charlotte Higgins answers all these questions and more in this indispensable
guide to the greatest civilization the world has ever known. Consider the way we think: about right and
wrong, about the nature of beauty, goodness, and truth. About what, in the end, it is to be a human being
amid the immensity of the universe. What it is to be mortal, to live for a brief while, and die. All this we
have learned from the ancient Greeks. They molded the basic disciplines and genres in which we still
organize thought: from poetry to drama, from politics to philosophy, from history to medicine, and even
ethnography. Packed with useful facts – history timelines; mythology for dummies; even a map for those
who struggle to know their Lemnos from their Lesbos – It’s All Greek To Me is a guide in one sense, but it is
also so much more. This book aims to unlock the richness of this fascinating culture and to place it where it
should be, in the mainstream of life.
Warfare in Ancient Greece - Tim Everson 2004-11-18
Discussing the background, weapons and tactics of the ancient Greeks, this title describes the weapons,
armour, chariots and other military equipment used from 1550 to 150 BC. It traces how and when various
pieces of equipment came into use; where they were introduced from; the effectiveness of the equipment;
and when and why things changed.
Numbers and Numeracy in the Greek Polis - 2021-12-20
This is a wide-ranging study of numbers as a social and cultural phenomenon in ancient Greece, revealing
both the instrumentality of numbers to polis life and the complex cultural meanings inherent in their use.
Encounters with Euclid - Benjamin Wardhaugh 2021-07-06
In this lively and informative book, Benjamin Wardhaugh explains how Euclid's text journeyed from
antiquity to the Renaissance, introducing some of the many readers, copyists, and editors who left their
mark on the Elements before handing it on. He shows how some read the book as a work of philosophy,
while others viewed it as a practical guide to life. He examines the many different contexts in which
Euclid's book and his geometry were put to use, from the Neoplatonic school at Athens and the artisans'
studios of medieval Baghdad to the Jesuit mission in China and the workshops of Restoration London.
Wardhaugh shows how the Elements inspired ideas in theology, art, and music, and how the book has
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acquired new relevance to the strange geometries of dark matter and curved space.
Introducing the Ancient Greeks: From Bronze Age Seafarers to Navigators of the Western Mind - Edith Hall
2014-06-16
"Wonderful…a thoughtful discussion of what made [the Greeks] so important, in their own time and in
ours." —Natalie Haynes, Independent The ancient Greeks invented democracy, theater, rational science,
and philosophy. They built the Parthenon and the Library of Alexandria. Yet this accomplished people never
formed a single unified social or political identity. In Introducing the Ancient Greeks, acclaimed classics
scholar Edith Hall offers a bold synthesis of the full 2,000 years of Hellenic history to show how the ancient
Greeks were the right people, at the right time, to take up the baton of human progress. Hall portrays a
uniquely rebellious, inquisitive, individualistic people whose ideas and creations continue to enthrall
thinkers centuries after the Greek world was conquered by Rome. These are the Greeks as you’ve never
seen them before.
The Ancient Greeks - Edith Hall 2016-03-10
They gave us democracy, philosophy, poetry, rational science, the joke. They built the Parthenon and the
Library of Alexandria. They wrote the timeless myths of Odysseus and Oedipus, and the histories of
Leonidas's three hundred Spartans and Alexander the Great. But who were the ancient Greeks? And what
was it that enabled them to achieve so much? Here, Edith Hall gives us a revelatory way of viewing this
geographically scattered people, visiting different communities at various key moments during twenty
centuries of ancient history. Identifying ten unique traits central to the widespread ancient Greeks, Hall
unveils a civilization of incomparable richness and a people of astounding complexity - and explains how
they made us who we are today. 'A thoroughly readable and illuminating account of this fascinating
people... This excellent book makes us admire and like the ancient Greeks equally' Independent 'A worthy
and lively introduction to one of the two groups of ancient peoples who really formed the western world'
Sunday Times 'Throughout, Hall exemplifies her subjects' spirit of inquiry, their originality and their openmindedness' Daily Telegraph 'A book that is both erudite and splendidly entertaining' Financial Times
First Principles - Thomas E. Ricks 2020-11-10
New York Times Bestseller Editors' Choice —New York Times Book Review "Ricks knocks it out of the park
with this jewel of a book. On every page I learned something new. Read it every night if you want to restore
your faith in our country." —James Mattis, General, U.S. Marines (ret.) & 26th Secretary of Defense The
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and #1 New York Times bestselling author offers a revelatory new book
about the founding fathers, examining their educations and, in particular, their devotion to the ancient
Greek and Roman classics—and how that influence would shape their ideals and the new American nation.
On the morning after the 2016 presidential election, Thomas Ricks awoke with a few questions on his mind:
What kind of nation did we now have? Is it what was designed or intended by the nation’s founders? Trying
to get as close to the source as he could, Ricks decided to go back and read the philosophy and literature
that shaped the founders’ thinking, and the letters they wrote to each other debating these crucial
works—among them the Iliad, Plutarch’s Lives, and the works of Xenophon, Epicurus, Aristotle, Cato, and
Cicero. For though much attention has been paid the influence of English political philosophers, like John
Locke, closer to their own era, the founders were far more immersed in the literature of the ancient world.
The first four American presidents came to their classical knowledge differently. Washington absorbed it
mainly from the elite culture of his day; Adams from the laws and rhetoric of Rome; Jefferson immersed
himself in classical philosophy, especially Epicureanism; and Madison, both a groundbreaking researcher
and a deft politician, spent years studying the ancient world like a political scientist. Each of their
experiences, and distinctive learning, played an essential role in the formation of the United States. In
examining how and what they studied, looking at them in the unusual light of the classical world, Ricks is
able to draw arresting and fresh portraits of men we thought we knew. First Principles follows these four
members of the Revolutionary generation from their youths to their adult lives, as they grappled with
questions of independence, and forming and keeping a new nation. In doing so, Ricks interprets not only
the effect of the ancient world on each man, and how that shaped our constitution and government, but
offers startling new insights into these legendary leaders.
Meet the Ancient Romans - James Davies 2018-02-22
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There's so much to digest when it comes to History - how do you know where to begin? These incredible
short introductions are just the thing for readers who are beginning to explore ancient history. Get to know
the basics on Ancient Rome from gladiators to day to day life, with easy-to-digest, humorous text that is
reminiscent of the bestselling Horrible Histories series. James Davies' stunning artwork and infographics
provide a fresh nonfiction approach that is sure to captivate young readers.
Twelve Voices from Greece and Rome - Christopher Pelling 2014-10-30
Twelve Voices from Greece and Rome is a book for all readers who want to know more about the literature
that underpins Western civilization. Chistopher Pelling and Maria Wyke provide a vibrant and distinctive
introduction to twelve of the greatest authors from ancient Greece and Rome, writers whose voices still
resonate strongly across the centuries: Homer, Sappho, Herodotus, Euripides, Thucydides, Plato, Caesar,
Cicero, Virgil, Horace, Juvenal and Tacitus. To what vital ideas do these authors give voice? And why are we
so often drawn to what they say even in modern times? Twelve Voices investigates these tantalizing
questions, showing how these great figures from classical antiquity still address some of our most
fundamental concerns in the world today (of war and courage, dictatorship and democracy, empire,
immigration, city life, art, madness, irrationality, and religious commitment), and express some of our most
personal sentiments (about family and friendship, desire and separation, grief and happiness). These twelve
classical voices can sound both compellingly familiar and startlingly alien to the twenty-first century reader.
Yet they remain suggestive and inspiring, despite being rooted in their own times and places, and have
profoundly affected the lives of those prepared to listen to them right up to the present day.
Hearing, Sound, and the Auditory in Ancient Greece - Jill Gordon 2022-09-06
"Hearing, Sound, and the Auditory in Ancient Greece represents the first comprehensive study of the role of
sound and hearing in the ancient Greek world. While our modern western culture is almost an entirely
visual one, hearing and sound were central to ancient Greeks. The fifteen chapters of this edited volume
explore "hearing" as being philosophically significant across numerous texts and figures in ancient Greek
philosophy. Through close analysis of the philosophy of such figures as Heraclitus, Sophocles, Plato,
Socrates, and Aristotle, Hearing, Sound, and Auditory in Ancient Greece presents new and unique research
from philosophers and classicists that aims to redirect us to the ways in which sound, hearing, music,
listening, voice, and even silence shaped and reflected the worldview of ancient Greece"-Strategic Humanism - Claudia Hauer 2020-09-30
Strategic Humanism takes the reader through the works of Homer, Herodotus, Thucydides, and Aristotle,
laying out in clear and accessible terms their thoughts on leadership, war, and their relationship to
individuals, nations, culture, and technology. In so doing, the book traces the path of ancient Greek
democracy from infancy to maturity, culminating in the Athenian demise. Throughout, Hauer holds up the
political, cultural, literary, and philosophical milieu of ancient Greece as a kind of looking glass to our
present era of rapid technological change and democratic malaise.
Stories of the Ancient Greeks - Charles Dannelly Shaw 1903
The Invention of Art History in Ancient Greece - Jeremy Tanner 2006-03-23
"The ancient Greeks developed their own very specific ethos of art appreciation, advocating a rational
involvement with art. This book explores why the ancient Greeks started to write art history and how the
writing of art history transformed the social functions of art in the Greek world. It looks at the invention of
the genre of portraiture, and the social uses to which portraits were put in the city state. Later chapters
explore how artists sought to enhance their status by writing theoretical treatises and producing works of
art intended for purely aesthetic contemplation which ultimately gave rise to the writing of art history and
to the development of art collecting. The study, which is illustrated throughout and which draws on
contemporary perspectives in the sociology of art, will prompt the student of classical art to rethink
fundamental assumptions on Greek art and its cultural and social implications."--BOOK JACKET.
Aristotle's Way - Edith Hall 2019-01-15
From renowned classicist Edith Hall, ARISTOTLE'S WAY is an examination of one of history's greatest
philosophers, showing us how to lead happy, fulfilled, and meaningful lives Aristotle was the first
philosopher to inquire into subjective happiness, and he understood its essence better and more clearly
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than anyone since. According to Aristotle, happiness is not about well-being, but instead a lasting state of
contentment, which should be the ultimate goal of human life. We become happy through finding a
purpose, realizing our potential, and modifying our behavior to become the best version of ourselves. With
these objectives in mind, Aristotle developed a humane program for becoming a happy person, which has
stood the test of time, comprising much of what today we associate with the good life: meaning, creativity,
and positivity. Most importantly, Aristotle understood happiness as available to the vast majority us, but
only, crucially, if we decide to apply ourselves to its creation--and he led by example. As Hall writes, "If you
believe that the goal of human life is to maximize happiness, then you are a budding Aristotelian." In expert
yet vibrant modern language, Hall lays out the crux of Aristotle's thinking, mixing affecting
autobiographical anecdotes with a deep wealth of classical learning. For Hall, whose own life has been
greatly improved by her understanding of Aristotle, this is an intensely personal subject. She distills his
ancient wisdom into ten practical and universal lessons to help us confront life's difficult and crucial
moments, summarizing a lifetime of the most rarefied and brilliant scholarship.
Envy, Spite and Jealousy - Konstan David Konstan 2019-07-31
Classical Greece was permeated by a spirit of rivalry. Games and sports, theatrical performances,
courtroom trials, recitation of poetry, canvassing for public office, war itself - all aspects of life were
informed by a competitive ethos. This pioneering book considers how the Greeks viewed, explained,
exploited and controlled the emotions that entered into such rivalrous activities, and looks at what the
private and public effects were of such feelings as ambition, desire, pride, passion, envy and spite.Among
the questions the authors address: How was envy distinguished from emulation? Was rivalry central to
democratic politics? What was the relation between envy and erotic jealousy? Did the Greeks feel erotic
jealousy at all? Did the views of philosophers correspond to those reflected in the historians, tragic poets
and orators? Were there differences in attitude towards the rivalrous emotions within ancient Greece, or
between Greece and Rome? Did jealousy, envy and malice have bad effects on ancient society, or could they
be channelled to positive ends by stimulating effort and innovation? Can the ancient Greek and Roman
views of envy, spite and jealousy contribute anything to our own understanding of these universally
troubling emotions?This is the first book devoted to the emotions of rivalry in the classical world taken as a
whole. With chapters written by a dozen scholars in ancient history, literature and philosophy, it
contributes notably to the study of ancient Greece and to the history of the emotions more generally.
Gods, Heroes and Men of Ancient Greece - W. H. D. Rouse 2001-03-01
The Adventures that Shaped the Western World First published in 1934, Gods, Heroes and Men of Ancient
Greece has become one of the most popular, enduring--and captivating--retellings of the ancient myths for
modern readers. Recognizing the sheer entertainment value of these timeless adventures, world renowned
classical scholar W.H.D. Rouse delighted his students at the Perse School in Cambridge, England, with a
conversational style and childlike wonder that made the legends come alive--a rare storytelling gift that
continues to engage young and old alike. Many of the characters in this book are familiar to us--Helen of
Troy, Icarus, Zeus, Athena, to name just a few--but rarely have their stories of war and adventure, bravery
and romance, been so simply and thrillingly told. From the strong-arm heroics of Heracles, to the trickery
of the Trojan Horse, from the seductions of Circe the sorceress, to the terrors of the Cyclops and Minotaur,
these legends have outlived the culture that bore them. But while the ancient Greeks may be long gone,
their fables and morals, their heroes and heroines, live on today…
How to Survive in Ancient Greece - Robert Garland 2020-05-30
Imagine you were transported back in time to Ancient Greece and you had to start a new life there. How
would you fit in? Where would you live? What would you eat? Where would you go to have your hair done?
Who would you go to if you got ill, or if you were mugged in the street? All these questions, and many more,
will be answered in this new how-to guide for time travelers. Part self-help guide, part survival guide, this
lively and engaging book will help the reader deal with the many problems and new experiences that they
will face, and also help them to thrive in this strange new environment.
Ancient Greece - Eric Brown 2018-11-03
Explore the History and Mythology of the Ancient Greeks! There are few things as fascinating and exciting
as the world of Ancient Greece, and in the following book, you are going to learn everything you
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Greece - Roderick Beaton 2019-10-16
We know ancient Greece, the civilization that shares the same name and gave us much that defines
Western culture today. Yet, as financial crises have convulsed Greece repeatedly since 2010, worldwide
coverage has revealed just how poorly we grasp the modern nation. This book sets out to understand the
modern Greeks on their own terms. How did Greece come to be so powerfully attached to the legacy of the
ancients in the first place and then define an identity for itself that is at once Greek and modern? This book
reveals the remarkable achievement, during the last three hundred years, of building a modern nation on
the ruins of a vanished civilization—sometimes literally so. This is the story of the Greek nation-state but
also, and more fundamentally, of the collective identity that goes with it. It is not only a history of events
and high politics; it is also a history of culture, of the arts, of people, and of ideas. Opening with the birth of
the Greek nation-state, which emerged from encounters between Christian Europe and the Ottoman
Empire, Roderick Beaton carries his story into the present moment and Greece’s contentious post-recession
relationship with the rest of the European Union. Through close examination of how Greeks have
understood their shared identity, Beaton reveals a centuries-old tension over the Greek sense of self. How
does Greece illuminate the difference between a geographically bounded state and the shared history and
culture that make up a nation? A magisterial look at the development of a national identity through history,
Greece: Biography of a Modern Nation is singular in its approach. By treating modern Greece as a
biographical subject, a living entity in its own right, Beaton encourages us to take a fresh look at a people
and culture long celebrated for their past, even as they strive to build a future as part of the modern West.
A People's History of Classics - Edith Hall 2020-03-30
A People’s History of Classics explores the influence of the classical past on the lives of working-class
people, whose voices have been almost completely excluded from previous histories of classical scholarship
and pedagogy, in Britain and Ireland from the late 17th to the early 20th century. This volume challenges
the prevailing scholarly and public assumption that the intimate link between the exclusive intellectual
culture of British elites and the study of the ancient Greeks and Romans and their languages meant that
working-class culture was a ‘Classics-Free Zone’. Making use of diverse sources of information, both
published and unpublished, in archives, museums and libraries across the United Kingdom and Ireland,
Hall and Stead examine the working-class experience of classical culture from the Bill of Rights in 1689 to
the outbreak of World War II. They analyse a huge volume of data, from individuals, groups, regions and
activities, in a huge range of sources including memoirs, autobiographies, Trade Union collections, poetry,
factory archives, artefacts and documents in regional museums. This allows a deeper understanding not
only of the many examples of interaction with the Classics, but also what these cultural interactions
signified to the working poor: from the promise of social advancement, to propaganda exploited by the
elites, to covert and overt class war. A People’s History of Classics offers a fascinating and insightful
exploration of the many and varied engagements with Greece and Rome among the working classes in
Britain and Ireland, and is a must-read not only for classicists, but also for students of British and Irish
social, intellectual and political history in this period. Further, it brings new historical depth and
perspectives to public debates around the future of classical education, and should be read by anyone with
an interest in educational policy in Britain today.
The Greek Way - Edith Hamilton 1971
A picture of Greek thought and arts as revealed in the works of the writers of the Periclean Age
Ancient Greek Philosophy - Thomas A. Blackson 2011-01-06
Ancient Greek Philosophy: From the Presocratics to the Hellenistic Philosophers presents a comprehensive
introduction to the philosophers and philosophical traditions that developed in ancient Greece from 585 BC
to 529 AD. Provides coverage of the Presocratics through the Hellenistic philosophers Moves beyond
traditional textbooks that conclude with Aristotle A uniquely balanced organization of exposition, choice
excerpts and commentary, informed by classroom feedback Contextual commentary traces the development
of lines of thought through the period, ideal for students new to the discipline Can be used in conjunction
with the online resources found at http://tomblackson.com/Ancient/toc.html
Ancient Greece - Patrick Auerbach 2016-08-31
Spartans: The True and Brutal Story Of How The Spartans Become The Strongest Warriors In History 480
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B. C. Proud Xerxes, Emperor of Persia and King of Kings, invades Greece with a million soldiers. He
commands thousands of ships and is supported by dozens of allies, among them the charming Queen
Artemisia. At Thermopylae, a rocky mountain pass in northern Greece, the feared and admired Spartan
soldiers stood three hundred strong. Theirs was a suicide mission, to hold the pass against the invading
millions of the mighty Persian army. Day after bloody day they withstood the terrible onslaught, buying
time for the Greeks to rally their forces. Born into a cult of spiritual courage, physical endurance, and
unmatched battle skill, the Spartans would be remembered for the greatest military stand in history. One
that would not end until the rocks were awash with blood, leaving only one gravely injured Spartan squire
to tell the tale. Read how The Spartans became the strongest warriors in history. Trojan Horse: How the
Greeks Won the Trojan War The story of the Trojan War, fought between Greeks and the defenders of the
city of Troy in Anatolia sometime in the late Bronze Age, has grabbed the imagination for millennia. A
conflict between Mycenaeans and Hittites may well have occurred, but its representation in epic literature
such as Homer's Iliad is almost certainly more myth than reality. Nevertheless, it has defined and shaped
the way ancient Greek culture has been viewed right up to the 21st century CE. The story of gods and
heroic warriors is perhaps one of the richest single surviving sources from antiquity and offers insights into
the warfare, religion, customs, and attitudes of the ancient Greeks. The main source for our knowledge of
the Trojan War is Homer's Iliad (written sometime in the 8th century BCE) where he recounts 53 days
during the final year of the ten year conflict. The Greeks imagined the war to have occurred some time in
the 13th century BCE. However, the war was also the subject of a long oral tradition prior to Homer's work,
and this, combined with other sources such as the fragmentary Epic Cycle poems, give us a more complete
picture of what exactly the Greeks thought of as the Trojan War. The Trojan War, in Greek tradition, started
as a way for Zeus to reduce the ever-increasing population of humanity and, more practically, as an
expedition to reclaim Helen, wife of Menelaos, King of Sparta and brother of Agamemnon. Helen was
abducted by the Trojan prince Paris (also known as Alexandros) and taken as his prize for choosing
Aphrodite as the most beautiful goddess in a competition with Athena and Hera at the wedding of Peleus
and Thetis. Menelaos and the Greeks wanted her back and to avenge Trojan impudence. Scroll to the top of
the page and click Add To Cart to read more about this extraordinary forgotten chapter of history
Other Natures - Clara Bosak-Schroeder 2020
"Ancient Greek ethnographies-Greek descriptions of other peoples-provide unique resources for
understanding ancient Greek environmental thought and assumptions and anxieties about how humans
relate to the rest of nature. In Other Natures, Clara Bosak-Schroeder persuasively demonstrates how nonGreek communities affect and are in turn deeply affected by their local animals, plants, climate, and
landscape. By exploring the works of seminal authors such as Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus, she shows
how they used ethnography to explore, question, and challenge how Greeks themselves ate, procreated,
nurtured, collaborated, accumulated, and consumed. In so doing, she recuperates an important strain of
ancient thought that is directly relevant to vital questions and ideas being posed today by the
environmental humanities-that human life and well-being are inextricable from the life and well-being of the
nonhuman world. By turning to ancient ethnographies, we can uncover important models for confronting
environmental crisis"-The Discovery of Freedom in Ancient Greece - Kurt Raaflaub 2004-02
Although there is constant conflict over its meanings and limits, political freedom itself is considered a
fundamental and universal value throughout the modern world. For most of human history, however, this
was not the case. In this book, Kurt Raaflaub asks the essential question: when, why, and under what
circumstances did the concept of freedom originate? To find out, Raaflaub analyses ancient Greek texts
from Homer to Thucydides in their social and political contexts. Archaic Greece, he concludes, had little use
for the idea of political freedom; the concept arose instead during the great confrontation between Greeks
and Persians in the early fifth century BCE. Raaflaub then examines the relationship of freedom with other
concepts, such as equality, citizenship, and law, and pursues subsequent uses of the idea—often,
paradoxically, as a tool of domination, propaganda, and ideology. Raaflaub's book thus illuminates both the
history of ancient Greek society and the evolution of one of humankind's most important values, and will be
of great interest to anyone who wants to understand the conceptual fabric that still shapes our world views.
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Women & Power - Mary Beard 2017-11-02
An updated edition of the Sunday Times Bestseller Britain's best-known classicist Mary Beard, is also a
committed and vocal feminist. With wry wit, she revisits the gender agenda and shows how history has
treated powerful women. Her examples range from the classical world to the modern day, from Medusa and
Athena to Theresa May and Hillary Clinton. Beard explores the cultural underpinnings of misogyny,
considering the public voice of women, our cultural assumptions about women's relationship with power,
and how powerful women resist being packaged into a male template. A year on since the advent of
#metoo, Beard looks at how the discussions have moved on during this time, and how that intersects with
issues of rape and consent, and the stories men tell themselves to support their actions. In trademark
Beardian style, using examples ancient and modern, Beard argues, 'it's time for change - and now!' From
the author of international bestseller SPQR: A History of Ancient Rome.
Trojan Horse - Patrick Auerbach 2016-03-29
The story of the Trojan War, fought between Greeks and the defenders of the city of Troy in Anatolia
sometime in the late Bronze Age, has grabbed the imagination for millennia. A conflict between
Mycenaeans and Hittites may well have occurred, but its representation in epic literature such as Homer's
Iliad is almost certainly more myth than reality. Nevertheless, it has defined and shaped the way ancient
Greek culture has been viewed right up to the 21st century CE. The story of gods and heroic warriors is
perhaps one of the richest single surviving sources from antiquity and offers insights into the warfare,
religion, customs, and attitudes of the ancient Greeks. The main source for our knowledge of the Trojan
War is Homer's Iliad (written sometime in the 8th century BCE) where he recounts 53 days during the final
year of the ten year conflict. The Greeks imagined the war to have occurred some time in the 13th century
BCE. However, the war was also the subject of a long oral tradition prior to Homer's work, and this,
combined with other sources such as the fragmentary Epic Cycle poems, give us a more complete picture of
what exactly the Greeks thought of as the Trojan War. The Trojan War, in Greek tradition, started as a way
for Zeus to reduce the ever-increasing population of humanity and, more practically, as an expedition to
reclaim Helen, wife of Menelaos, King of Sparta and brother of Agamemnon. Helen was abducted by the
Trojan prince Paris (also known as Alexandros) and taken as his prize for choosing Aphrodite as the most
beautiful goddess in a competition with Athena and Hera at the wedding of Peleus and Thetis. Menelaos
and the Greeks wanted her back and to avenge Trojan impudence. Scroll to the top of the page and click
Add To Cart to read more about this extraordinary forgotten chapter of history
Greek Gods, Human Lives - Mary R. Lefkowitz 2003-01-01
Insightful and fun, this new guide to an ancient mythology explains why the Greek gods and goddesses are
still so captivating to us, revisiting the work of Homer, Ovid, Virgil, and Shakespeare in search of the
essence of these stories. (Mythology & Folklore)
What Did the Ancient Greeks Do for Me? - Patrick Catel 2011
Describes life in ancient Greece and explains how Greek innovations and ideas about art, architecture,
religion, warfare, sports, theater, philosophy, science, medicine, and government have influenced the
modern world.
Aristotle's Way - Edith Hall 2019-01-15
From renowned classicist Edith Hall, ARISTOTLE'S WAY is an examination of one of history's greatest
philosophers, showing us how to lead happy, fulfilled, and meaningful lives Aristotle was the first
philosopher to inquire into subjective happiness, and he understood its essence better and more clearly
than anyone since. According to Aristotle, happiness is not about well-being, but instead a lasting state of
contentment, which should be the ultimate goal of human life. We become happy through finding a
purpose, realizing our potential, and modifying our behavior to become the best version of ourselves. With
these objectives in mind, Aristotle developed a humane program for becoming a happy person, which has
stood the test of time, comprising much of what today we associate with the good life: meaning, creativity,
and positivity. Most importantly, Aristotle understood happiness as available to the vast majority us, but
only, crucially, if we decide to apply ourselves to its creation--and he led by example. As Hall writes, "If you
believe that the goal of human life is to maximize happiness, then you are a budding Aristotelian." In expert
yet vibrant modern language, Hall lays out the crux of Aristotle's thinking, mixing affecting
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classical world can inform and explain our lives today, this is the book for you.
The Geography of Thought - Richard Nisbett 2011-01-11
When Richard Nisbett showed an animated underwater scene to his American students, they zeroed in on a
big fish swimming among smaller fish. Japanese subjects, on the other hand, made observations about the
background environment...and the different "seeings" are a clue to profound underlying cognitive
differences between Westerners and East Asians. As Professor Nisbett shows in The Geography of Thought
people actually think - and even see - the world differently, because of differing ecologies, social structures,
philosophies, and educational systems that date back to ancient Greece and China, and that have survived
into the modern world. As a result, East Asian thought is "holistic" - drawn to the perceptual field as a
whole, and to relations among objects and events within that field. By comparison to Western modes of
reasoning, East Asian thought relies far less on categories, or on formal logic; it is fundamentally dialectic,
seeking a "middle way" between opposing thoughts. By contrast, Westerners focus on salient objects or
people, use attributes to assign them to categories, and apply rules of formal logic to understand their
behaviour.
Democracy, Justice, and Equality in Ancient Greece - Georgios Anagnostopoulos 2018-11-16
The original essays in this volume discuss ideas relating to democracy, political justice, equality and
inequalities in the distribution of resources and public goods. These issues were as vigorously debated at
the height of ancient Greek democracy as they are in many democratic societies today. Contributing
authors address these issues and debates about them from both philosophical and historical perspectives.
Readers will discover research on the role of Athenian democracy in moderating economic inequality and
reducing poverty, on ancient debates about how to respond to inborn and social inequalities, and on Plato’s
and Aristotle’s critiques of Greek participatory democracies. Early chapters examine Plato’s views on
equality, justice, and the distribution of political and non-political goods, including his defense of the
abolition of private property for the ruling classes and of the equality of women in his ideal constitution and
polis. Other papers discuss views of Socrates or Aristotle that are particularly relevant to contemporary
political and economic disputes about punishment, freedom, slavery, the status of women, and public
education, to name a few. This thorough consideration of the ancient Greeks' work on democracy, justice,
and equality will appeal to scholars and researchers of the history of philosophy, Greek history, classics, as
well as those with an interest in political philosophy.

autobiographical anecdotes with a deep wealth of classical learning. For Hall, whose own life has been
greatly improved by her understanding of Aristotle, this is an intensely personal subject. She distills his
ancient wisdom into ten practical and universal lessons to help us confront life's difficult and crucial
moments, summarizing a lifetime of the most rarefied and brilliant scholarship.
Corrupting Youth - Peter Worley 2021-02-15
A practical guide to facilitating philosophical conversations with groups (especially in schools) based on
philosophical and pedagogical principles derived from the ancient Greek philosophers but supported my
modern-day research and pedagogical practices. It divides facilitation up into basic, expert and advanced
levels, allowing a teacher to get going with some basic moves and principles allowing for development of
facilitation over time. As well as being packed with practical strategies, questioning prompts and methods
for developing metacognition and critical thinking in pupils, it also has brand new session plans published
nowhere else previously.
Tools and Treasures of Ancient Greece - Matt Doeden 2017-08-01
Have you ever watched the Olympic Games? Voted in a class election? Used an alphabet with twenty-six
letters? All these things came from ancient Greece. More than two thousand years ago, the ancient Greeks
invented tools and treasures that still shape our lives. Find out where the ancient Greeks lived, what their
lives were like, and what happened to them. Discover how they changed the world!
The Long Shadow of Antiquity - Gregory S. Aldrete 2019-02-07
A vivid exploration of the many ways the classical world remains relevant today, this is a passionate
justification of why we continue to read about and study the lives and works of the ancient Greeks and
Romans. Challenging the way the phrase 'That's just ancient history' is used to dismiss something as being
irrelevant, Greg and Alicia Aldrete demonstrate just how much ancient Greece and Rome have influenced
and shaped our world today in ways both large and small. From the more commonly known influences on
politics, law, literature and timekeeping through to the everyday rituals and routines we take for granted
when we exercise, dine, marry and dress, we are rooted in the ancient world. Even the political upheaval,
celebrity obsession and blurring of public and private boundaries that we see in current news betray
ancient characteristics - now brought to the fore here in a new final chapter. If you have ever wondered
how far exactly we still walk in the footsteps of the ancients or wanted to understand how study of the
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